
Brandon Shollenberger
Sep 13
to steven

It turned out to be quite a bit more than a single paragraph.  It's mostly stream of thought, and it might 
need to be edited into something more manageable before attaching it to an actual document. 
Regardless, it should show my thought process clearly enough for you to figure out what you'd want 
included.  I'm not sure what you're looking for, but I think this should suffice.

If you have any questions or concerns, let me know.

    The "usual" approach to looking for a UHI effect has always been to examine the final results and 
see if one could find a UHI signal.  This is a weak test.  The failure to find a signal does not indicate the 
signal is non-existent.  The tests used could simply be inadequate.  
    Even worse, they could be inappropriate.  Previous tests have focused on whether or not the UHI 
effect biases linear trends in temperatures series.  Those tests have been predicated upon an assumption 
of what form a UHI signal would have.  They could not find a UHI signal that did not meet their 
expectations, even if it did exist.
    A new method is suggested to address this problem.  Rather than look at final results for a signal, it is 
proposed we examine how the UHI effect could cascade through various data processing steps.  This is 
akin to how many systems are tested: One perturbs the data and sees what happens.  
    In this case, the hope is to create pertubations that mimic removing the UHI effect prior to data 
processing.  To whatever extent this is successful, one can directly test to see what differences are 
introduced by the existence of the UHI effect.  One can actually see how the UHI effect affects each 
step taken to create a final results set.
    Moreover, this approach is highly modular.  If one questions any assumption or method used, 
changes can be made to test its effects.  By making every step distinct and its output accessible, any 
ideas or questions can be directly examined.  This can even be used to expand the scope of analysis by 
introducing any new signals one might be interested in (e.g. microsite biases).



steven mosher
Sep 16
to me

Some comments

The "usual" approach to looking for a UHI effect has always been to examine the final results and see if 
one could find a UHI signal.  This is a weak test.  The failure to find a signal does not indicate the 
signal is non-existent.  The tests used could simply be inadequate."

    The usual approach has been to test the following assertion

    1. Urban sites  warm more than rural sites  and therefore the warming estimated by using all the 
stations will be biased high.
    2. Nobody ever concludes that a failure to find the signal means it is non existent. quite the opposite
      everyone starts with the assumption that the bias is real.

"Even worse, they could be inappropriate.  Previous tests have focused on whether or not the UHI 
effect biases linear trends in temperatures series.  Those tests have been predicated upon an assumption 
of what form a UHI signal would have.  They could not find a UHI signal that did not meet their 
expectations, even if it did exist."

   Not exactly,  the claim is made that the UHI  distorts the linear trends. So, one tests the linear trends.

"A new method is suggested to address this problem.  Rather than look at final results for a signal, it is 
proposed we examine how the UHI effect could cascade through various data processing steps.  This is 
akin to how many systems are tested: One perturbs the data and sees what happens."

   The challange here will be defining "the"  UHI  effect. 
  
In this case, the hope is to create pertubations that mimic removing the UHI effect prior to data 
processing.  To whatever extent this is successful, one can directly test to see what differences are 
introduced by the existence of the UHI effect.  One can actually see how the UHI effect affects each 
step taken to create a final results set.
Moreover, this approach is highly modular.  If one questions any assumption or method used, changes 
can be made to test its effects.  By making every step distinct and its output accessible, any ideas or 
questions can be directly examined.  This can even be used to expand the scope of analysis by 
introducing any new signals one might be interested in (e.g. microsite biases).

  Ok,  in the end, however, regardless of how  the effect moves through the processing system, the final 
questions remains.  

  1. When we calculate a estimate for the global land temperatures using urban and rural stations we
       see that it has warmed  X degrees since 1850.
  2. How much of this warming is real?  and how much is product of UHI.

The reason this is important is that  observational estimates of sensitivity rely on attributing the change 



in temperature to a change in forcings. If delta C is contaminated by microsite or UHI, then estimates 
of sensitivity wil be wrong.



Brandon Shollenberger
Sep 16
to steven

    2. Nobody ever concludes that a failure to find the signal means it is non existent. quite the 
oppositeeveryone starts with the assumption that the bias is real.

This is a strange comment.  You say nobody concludes a failure to find a UHI signal means that signal 
is non-existent (even though some do) then claim the opposite is true.  However, your "opposite" refers 
to assumptions people start with, not conclusions they draw.  One could start with the assumption you 
list then reach the conclusion you say nobody reaches.  That means both can be true.  If both can be 
true, they cannot be opposites.

    Not exactly,  the claim is made that the UHI  distorts the linear trends. So, one tests the linear trends.

That is not "the claim."  That is a claim.  It is a claim made primarily in response to people discussing 
linear trends.  People say there is a trend of X, and others respond by saying some of it is caused by 
UHI.  The fact only one metric was brought up does not mean the response only holds true for that 
metric.  The same response would be made if you said the total change in temperature is X, or if you 
suggested any number of other metrics.

The reasonable thing to do when looking at UHI is to look at how UHI affects the data, not how it 
affects any particular dialog.

    Ok,  in the end, however, regardless of how  the effect moves through the processing system, the 
final questions remains.  

    1. When we calculate a estimate for the global land temperatures using urban and rural stations we
           see that it has warmed  X degrees since 1850.
    2. How much of this warming is real?  and how much is product of UHI.

You keep insisting this issue is focused more narrowly than it ought to be.  As I've said multiple times, 
reducing the UHI effect to a single metric is inappropriate.  Even worse, you are inconsistent with what 
metric you say we should use.  Previously you've said the issue is how UHI affects linear trends 
calculated for (some unspecified portion of) the temperature records.  You now say the issue is how 
UHI affects the total amount of warming since 1850.  These are not the same.  Series can have the same 
magnitude of change with radically different linear trends.  They can have identical linear trends with 
different magnitudes of change.  Your formulations are inconsistent. 

And it is just amateurish:

    The reason this is important is that  observational estimates of sensitivity rely on attributing the 
change in temperature to a change in forcings. If delta C is contaminated by microsite or UHI, then 



estimates of sensitivity wil be wrong.

To do an observational estimation of sensitivity based upon single change values.  Relationships 
between series should be based upon examinations of all periods within those series, not just end 
points.  Narrowing the metric like you have is like turning the problem into a high schooler's 
homework assignment.  To demonstrate, we can take three series:

1) The temperature record.
2) The temperature record with the temperatures from 1998-2003 adjusted downward.
3) The temperature record with the temperatures from 1998-2003 adjusted downward, the temperatures 
from 1991-1998 adjusted upward.

The total change in temperature of all three series would be identical.  The linear trend in 1 and 3 could 
be identical.  Both of the metrics you've suggested could show no change despite there being 
meaningful differences in the series.  If those differences were caused by some sort of bias, such as 
UHI, your metrics wouldn't find them.

So again, it is inappropriate to reduce the UHI signal to a singular metric of bias in linear trend or total 
magnitude of warming.  Any test which does so will necessarily discard a great deal of information.



steven mosher 
Sep 18
to me

This is a strange comment.  You say nobody concludes a failure to find a UHI signal means that signal 
is non-existent (even though some do) then claim the opposite is true.  However, your "opposite" refers 
to assumptions people start with, not conclusions they draw.  One could start with the assumption you 
list then reach the conclusion you say nobody reaches.  That means both can be true.  If both can be 
true, they cannot be opposites.

      1. Even though some do?   This is easily settled.  Find the published science that says the signal is 
non existent.  What most people will say is that they cant find it, which is logically distinct from saying 
that it is non existent.  
      2. When you find somebody who says there is no UHI  or that the UHI signal is non existent,
          as opposed to NON DETECTABLE, then we can settle this. Its easy

    Not exactly,  the claim is made that the UHI  distorts the linear trends. So, one tests the linear trends.

That is not "the claim."  That is a claim.  It is a claim made primarily in response to people discussing 
linear trends.  People say there is a trend of X, and others respond by saying some of it is caused by 
UHI.  The fact only one metric was brought up does not mean the response only holds true for that 
metric.  The same response would be made if you said the total change in temperature is X, or if you 
suggested any number of other metrics.

The reasonable thing to do when looking at UHI is to look at how UHI affects the data, not how it 
affects any particular dialog.

       1. The trend is one of the pieces of data we are interested in. Why? because we want to know
           if the trend is consistent with natural warming.
       2. the Total warming   (say 1C ) since 1850 is also data we are interest in. 
       3. Name other metrics that are important to the central questions of global warming, I'm open to 
investigate them

    Ok,  in the end, however, regardless of how  the effect moves through the processing system, the 
final questions remains.  

    1. When we calculate a estimate for the global land temperatures using urban and rural stations we
           see that it has warmed  X degrees since 1850.
    2. How much of this warming is real?  and how much is product of UHI.

You keep insisting this issue is focused more narrowly than it ought to be.  As I've said multiple times, 
reducing the UHI effect to a single metric is inappropriate.  Even worse, you are inconsistent with what 



metric you say we should use.  Previously you've said the issue is how UHI affects linear trends 
calculated for (some unspecified portion of) the temperature records.  You now say the issue is how 
UHI affects the total amount of warming since 1850.  These are not the same.  Series can have the same 
magnitude of change with radically different linear trends.  They can have identical linear trends with 
different magnitudes of change.  Your formulations are inconsistent.  
 
And it is just amateurish:

    1.  You claim its inappropriate,  but havent really explained why or how.
    2.   There are two issues that matter,  one relates to trends, the other relates to magintudes
         mathematically they are related. you can talk about either, or both. But in the end if you
         talk about neither, then you have missed the central question.
    3.  I havent expressed ANY formulation, so there isnt anything to be inconsistent about. I've merely 
noted the absence  in your methodology of addressing either question.  In short, I have no objection to 
tracking the effect as  you go through the data, BUT in the end, you need to address the question of 
trends
and the questions of magnitude. 
    

    The reason this is important is that  observational estimates of sensitivity rely on attributing the 
change in temperature to a change in forcings. If delta C is contaminated by microsite or UHI, then 
estimates of sensitivity wil be wrong.

To do an observational estimation of sensitivity based upon single change values.  Relationships 
between series should be based upon examinations of all periods within those series, not just end 
points.  

   1. The definition of sensitivity  relies on the end points. Change in temperature over time T,  change 
in forcing over time 

Narrowing the metric like you have is like turning the problem into a high schooler's homework 
assignment.  

   1. Actually not unless its a really bright high schooler

To demonstrate, we can take three series:

1) The temperature record.
2) The temperature record with the temperatures from 1998-2003 adjusted downward.
3) The temperature record with the temperatures from 1998-2003 adjusted downward, the temperatures 
from 1991-1998 adjusted upward.

The total change in temperature of all three series would be identical.  The linear trend in 1 and 3 could 
be identical.  Both of the metrics you've suggested could show no change despite there being 
meaningful differences in the series.  If those differences were caused by some sort of bias, such as 



UHI, your metrics wouldn't find them.

So again, it is inappropriate to reduce the UHI signal to a singular metric of bias in linear trend or total 
magnitude of warming.  Any test which does so will necessarily discard a great deal of information.

#####################################
   1. I'm not suggesting reducing the disccussion to one metric
   2. Im suggesting that you are omitting two metrics
       A) trends,  however you want to define them
       B) magnitude of the total change

 In short,  I'm Not suggesting that one reduce the problem to a single metric or even two metrics, I'm 
pointing out that you leave out  two metrics that a substantial portion of the literature discusses. So, I'm 
fine with a more detailed look, but you leave out key global metrics. 



Brandon Shollenberger
Sep 18
to steven

Mosher, your entire response here rests upon misrepresentation after misrepresentation.  You're simply 
making things up about what I say, and it renders any further discussion pointless until we can resolve 
this.  First, a thread began when I said:

    The "usual" approach to looking for a UHI effect has always been to examine the final results and 
see if one could find a UHI signal.  This is a weak test.

This said nothing about what conclusions were drawn from the test.  It merely stated the test was weak. 
Your response was a non-sequitur, saying:

        2. Nobody ever concludes that a failure to find the signal means it is non existent. quite the 
opposite everyone starts with the assumption that the bias is real.

I ignored the fact you were using a red herring and engaged your response.  I pointed out your claim 
was nonsensical, and as a parenthetical aside, said some people do do what you claim nobody does. 
Your response was to ignore the primary point I raised, that your argument was nonsensical, and 
instead focus on the parenthetical aside.  Even then, you failed to address what I said, instead saying:

          1. Even though some do?   This is easily settled.  Find the published science that says the signal 
is non existent.  What most people will say is that they cant find it, which is logically distinct from 
saying that it is non existent.  

I never claimed a published scientist concludes anything.  You altered my claim in a way that makes it 
more difficult to prove.  Not only did you fail to address my primary point, you created a straw man out 
of an unimportant aside.  That is a classic straw man argument. There is no way to justify it.  Nor is 
there a way to justify this comment:

       2. Im suggesting that you are omitting two metrics
           A) trends,  however you want to define them
           B) magnitude of the total change

     In short,  I'm Not suggesting that one reduce the problem to a single metric or even two metrics, I'm 
pointing out that you leave out  two metrics that a substantial portion of the literature discusses. So, I'm 
fine with a more detailed look, but you leave out key global metrics.

I have never suggested anything be omitted.  This is a complete fabrication.  All I have ever said is it is 
necessary to look at many things.  In no way does that imply we should ignore affects on trends or 
magnitude of total change.  What you claim I've done has no basis in anything I've said.



Moreover, you completely distort what you've said when you claim you haven't suggested we reduce 
the problem to one or two metrics.  You explicitly said:

    Ok,  in the end, however, regardless of how  the effect moves through the processing system, the 
final questions remains.  

    1. When we calculate a estimate for the global land temperatures using urban and rural stations we
           see that it has warmed  X degrees since 1850.
    2. How much of this warming is real?  and how much is product of UHI.

You said the final questions were those two.  That means the only two questions we're really interested 
in in the end are those two.

If our exchanges are going to be incoherent like this, no progress can be made.  I propose that if you 
cannot agree you're simply making **** up at this point, we either take this to a mediator or a public 
forum where people can judge for themselves.  As it stands, I do not believe you are acting in good 
faith.

By the way, this is stupid:

     1. The definition of sensitivity  relies on the end points. Change in temperature over time T,  change 
in forcing over time

In any system containing noise, relying upon endpoints for calculations in relationships is amateurish. 
And if you think the "definition of sensitivity" relies upon it, you're a fool.  No competent analysis of 
relationships between two series will ever rely upon endpoints to the exclusion of other data.



steven mosher
Sep 18
to me

You said the final questions were those two.  That means the only two questions we're really interested 
in in the end are those two.

No,  it means that  first we answer your questions and then we answer these questions.
Final, doesnt mean we are only interested in those, it means  at the end, we have to address those two 
questions.

Lets see if I can add something to your approach and see if you agree.  Otherwise, I'm happy to leave it 
exactly as it is.



steven mosher
Sep 18
to me

Additions  made.

If you disagree with any, just change them or delete them. I assume that if a  journal reviewer wants 
these answered that you will agree rather than quit the process.



Brandon Shollenberger
Sep 19
to steven

Steven Mosher, you continue your dishonest behavior.  Once again, you ignore much of what I write in 
favor of cherry-picking a single, small portion you feel you can respond to.  You aren't even attempting 
to respond to what I say.  As long as you continue to behave in such a way, you cannot expect me to 
collaborate with you.  Combined with the fact you publicly insult me while we're supposed to be 
collaborating, this is a clear demonstration of bad faith on your part.

If you feel your responses to me are anything other than abject failures, I suggest you find someone to 
act as a mediator at this point.  As it stands, your demonstrable bad faith is clear grounds for saying you 
have failed even the most basic aspects of a collaboration.  There can be no collaboration if you act in 
bad faith.  If you wish to pursue this matter further, which I assume your subsequent e-mail indicates, 
you must resolve this issue.

In the meantime, I advise you to quit saying stupid things like this:

    No,  it means that  first we answer your questions and then we answer these questions.
    Final, doesnt mean we are only interested in those, it means  at the end, we have to address those two 
questions.

Previously you were explicit in saying I'd ignore the questions you refer to.  Now you merely pretend 
the questions you raised are disjoint from the questions I would address.  While you've walked back a 
ways, you are nowhere close to the truth.  In reality, the questions you wish addressed are a subset of 
the questions I would address.  They could not possibly be answered after the questions I'd ask as they 
are included in the questions I'd ask.

You have mischaracterized and misrepresented my position and words, used cherry-picking and straw 
man arguments, publicly insulted me and flagrantly ignored much of what I've written.  You have 
turned what should be a simple dialogue into a farce, and you have made any collaboration impossible 
at this time.

I highly advise you to seek outside input on how to resolve this situation.



steven mosher
Sep 19
to me

Brandon,
   rather than respond to your arguments one by one,
and nit pick them, I suggested the following.

A) I drop all my objections, and we proceed with your document as it.
B) You have a look at my suggested additions and accept those you like

If you want to bring in any person you like to mediate that is fine

But what will they be mediating?

 A I accept your document AS IS with no changes
 B I offer additions which you are free to REJECT in total.



steven mosher
Sep 19
to me

"Combined with the fact you public"ly insult me while we're supposed to be collaborating, this is a 
clear demonstration of bad faith on your part.

Huh, You read that on sept 9th. and you decide today   after I agree to your document AS IS
that  I am somehow acting in bad faith?

Thats interesting.  Sure,  pick anybody you like.

Show them the mails and your document. And my response to ACCEPT your document AS IS.

I made my objections. Im under no obligation to convince you. You did not accept my objections, so I 
accept your document as is.  Now I dont what the mediator will decide?  will he decide that we should 
NOT use your document AS IS with no changes?  I dunno, I suspect,   If you propose A, and I object, 
and you reject my objections, and I drop my objections,  that most mediators will suggest that you 
accept.



steven mosher
Sep 19
to me

Your introductory paragraph  has been added to the document.

I've added part D as a comment. If you agree, just add it to the document. If not, that's fine as well.

The document should represent what we agree on. So, make sure you agree with everything in it.

I'm fine with as it stands,  and suggest section D subject to your choice.



Brandon Shollenberger
Sep 21
to steven

Steven Mosher:

    I made my objections. Im under no obligation to convince you. You did not accept my objections, so 
I accept your document as is.

Nothing in this exchange has hinged on the validity of any objections.  Your objections have never been 
an issue as they were total fabrications.  You can say you accept the document, but this entire exchange 
has been about the fact you've repeatedly misrepresented my proposed methodology.  Saying you 
accept the document means nothing if we cannot agree about what I say the methodology is.

The issue is you made things up about my proposed methodology in order to criticize it.  When I tried 
to resolve the disagreement of what my proposed methodology is, you constantly avoided meaningful 
discussion while creating further fabrications.  This was done, in part, by cherry-picking small portions 
of what I say to respond to while ignoring my lengthy comments made to attempt to resolve things. 
This is ironic given you now say:

       rather than respond to your arguments one by one,
    and nit pick them, I suggested the following.

You've never responded to my arguments one by one.  You've only nit-picked minor issues, like what 
you do in a current e-mail:

    Huh, You read that on sept 9th. and you decide today   after I agree to your document AS IS
    that  I am somehow acting in bad faith?

I specifically explained why I believe you're acting in bad faith, listing your public insulting of me as 
one component.  You latch onto that single component while ignoring the components I highlighted 
from this exchange.  This sort of behavior is a reason I say you're acting in bad faith.  It's the same as 
when you say:

     Now I dont what the mediator will decide?  will he decide that we should NOT use your document 
AS IS with no changes?  I dunno, I suspect,   If you propose A, and I object, and you reject my 
objections, and I drop my objections,  that most mediators will suggest that you accept.

I've specifically accused you of bad faith and misrepresenting my proposed methodology.  Saying you 
accept that document does nothing to resolve either concern.  You're simply ignoring the issues I raise 
while focusing on a minor issue.



I do not believe you're acting in good faith.  As I've said, that makes any collaboration impossible. 
Given my accusations are based in specific examples, it is incumbent upon you to attempt to address 
my concerns, possibly by mediation.  If you choose not to, such as by suggesting it is my responsibility, 
no progress will be made.  In fact, until the time some effort is made at resolving the issues I've raised, 
this supposed collaboration is ended.

My position is it has ended due to you sabotaging it via some combination of dishonesty, laziness and 
stupidity on your part.  Given no accusations have been made against me, I accept no fault in this 
failure.



steven mosher 
Sep 21
to me

Brandon  Lets see if I can clarify

Nothing in this exchange has hinged on the validity of any objections.  Your objections have never been 
an issue as they were total fabrications.  You can say you accept the document, but this entire exchange 
has been about the fact you've repeatedly misrepresented my proposed methodology.  Saying you 
accept the document means nothing if we cannot agree about what I say the methodology is.
########################

     I have several comments posted on the document waiting for your clarification.. They are minor 
points. Im not sure why you havent clarified, but regardless I understand  your methodology.
My suggestion ( which goes to your section C) is that you add  some detail, specifically around the 
usual measure that people look at.  

"The issue is you made things up about my proposed methodology in order to criticize it.  When I tried 
to resolve the disagreement of what my proposed methodology is, you constantly avoided meaningful 
discussion while creating further fabrications.  This was done, in part, by cherry-picking small portions 
of what I say to respond to while ignoring my lengthy comments made to attempt to resolve things. 
This is ironic given you now say:"

  Perhaps you misunderstood my questions and comments.  In the first place your methodology
is laid out  in a numbered document.  I suggested a intro paragraph. I have some suggestions for that. 
You dont like them. Thats fine.  I find nothing wrong with your document or your approach.
I suggest some things to think about, some improvements, some clarifications. but in essence I 
understand and agree with everything you wrote. Of course one can nit pick here and there, but at this 
stage its not very important

       rather than respond to your arguments one by one,
    and nit pick them, I suggested the following.

You've never responded to my arguments one by one.  You've only nit-picked minor issues, like what 
you do in a current e-mail:

   here is my response.  I withdraw my arguments and accept your position. How can I be any more 
clear. For each and every one  I can think of no response you convinced me.  That is why I accept your 
document and all your arguments. 

    Huh, You read that on sept 9th. and you decide today   after I agree to your document AS IS
    that  I am somehow acting in bad faith?



I specifically explained why I believe you're acting in bad faith, listing your public insulting of me as 
one component.  You latch onto that single component while ignoring the components I highlighted 
from this exchange.  This sort of behavior is a reason I say you're acting in bad faith.  It's the same as 
when you say:

     Now I dont what the mediator will decide?  will he decide that we should NOT use your document 
AS IS with no changes?  I dunno, I suspect,   If you propose A, and I object, and you reject my 
objections, and I drop my objections,  that most mediators will suggest that you accept.

I've specifically accused you of bad faith and misrepresenting my proposed methodology.  Saying you 
accept that document does nothing to resolve either concern.  You're simply ignoring the issues I raise 
while focusing on a minor issue.

  

I do not believe you're acting in good faith.  As I've said, that makes any collaboration impossible. 
Given my accusations are based in specific examples, it is incumbent upon you to attempt to address 
my concerns, possibly by mediation.  If you choose not to, such as by suggesting it is my responsibility, 
no progress will be made.  In fact, until the time some effort is made at resolving the issues I've raised, 
this supposed collaboration is ended.

My position is it has ended due to you sabotaging it via some combination of dishonesty, laziness and 
stupidity on your part.  Given no accusations have been made against me, I accept no fault in this 
failure.

Wow,  can I save this?



steven mosher 
Sep 21
to me

Brandon,  Since you want responses to your arguments, I'll provide them, although nothing really 
hinges upon these arguments.

Mosher, your entire response here rests upon misrepresentation after misrepresentation.  You're simply 
making things up about what I say, and it renders any further discussion pointless until we can resolve 
this.  First, a thread began when I said:

    The "usual" approach to looking for a UHI effect has always been to examine the final results and 
see if one could find a UHI signal.  This is a weak test.

This said nothing about what conclusions were drawn from the test.  It merely stated the test was weak. 
Your response was a non-sequitur, saying:

        2. Nobody ever concludes that a failure to find the signal means it is non existent. quite the 
opposite everyone starts with the assumption that the bias is real.

HERE is what you wrote

The "usual" approach to looking for a UHI effect has always been to examine the final results and see if 
one could find a UHI signal.  This is a weak test.  The failure to find a signal does not indicate the 
signal is non-existent.  The tests used could simply be inadequate.  

MY response "Nobody ever concludes that a failure to find the signal means it is non existent. "
is not a non sequitor.  I am pointing out the obvious.  yes the test may be inadequate, the signal may be 
small, 
 

"I ignored the fact you were using a red herring and engaged your response.  I pointed out your claim 
was nonsensical, and as a parenthetical aside, said some people do do what you claim nobody does. 
Your response was to ignore the primary point I raised, that your argument was nonsensical, and 
instead focus on the parenthetical aside.  Even then, you failed to address what I said, instead saying:"

  Sorry but your chewbacca defense doesnt work.  You claimed that some people do this.
My assumption is that you are talking about ACTUAL PUBLISHED SCIENCE, not what some 
random person on the internet has said.  Its easy to settled this. Find that person, scientist or other. 

          1. Even though some do?   This is easily settled.  Find the published science that says the signal 
is non existent.  What most people will say is that they cant find it, which is logically distinct from 



saying that it is non existent.  

I never claimed a published scientist concludes anything.  You altered my claim in a way that makes it 
more difficult to prove.  Not only did you fail to address my primary point, you created a straw man out 
of an unimportant aside.  That is a classic straw man argument. There is no way to justify it.  Nor is 
there a way to justify this comment:

    So, when you referred to "some people"  you had no one in mind?  no paper in mind? no blog post in 
mind?  If people do this  then you have to show that. Show it any way you can. in a science paper, in a 
blog post, in a random comment. If this is something you see, then you finding it should not be hard

       2. Im suggesting that you are omitting two metrics
           A) trends,  however you want to define them
           B) magnitude of the total change

     In short,  I'm Not suggesting that one reduce the problem to a single metric or even two metrics, I'm 
pointing out that you leave out  two metrics that a substantial portion of the literature discusses. So, I'm 
fine with a more detailed look, but you leave out key global metrics. 

I have never suggested anything be omitted.  This is a complete fabrication.  All I have ever said is it is 
necessary to look at many things.  In no way does that imply we should ignore affects on trends or 
magnitude of total change.  What you claim I've done has no basis in anything I've said.

   Look at your document.  Point to the part of the methodology where you specify that you intend to 
look at
  A) the magnitude of the bias
  B) the effect on trends

   Maybe  If you read my comments  youd see where I ask for clarifications. Sometimes
   If you read closely you can find things-- like  access to SVN. Then again Maybe I missed it in your 
document.. Point it out. easy

Moreover, you completely distort what you've said when you claim you haven't suggested we reduce 
the problem to one or two metrics.  You explicitly said:
You said the final questions were those two.  That means the only two questions we're really interested 
in in the end are those two.

If our exchanges are going to be incoherent like this, no progress can be made.  I propose that if you 
cannot agree you're simply making **** up at this point, we either take this to a mediator or a public 
forum where people can judge for themselves.  As it stands, I do not believe you are acting in good 
faith.

      Your suggestion is that WE take it to a mediator.  Fine, pick anyone you  like.



By the way, this is stupid:

     1. The definition of sensitivity  relies on the end points. Change in temperature over time T,  change 
in forcing over time 

In any system containing noise, relying upon endpoints for calculations in relationships is amateurish. 
And if you think the "definition of sensitivity" relies upon it, you're a fool.  No competent analysis of 
relationships between two series will ever rely upon endpoints to the exclusion of other data.

    Good point. I should have been more clear.  Some people take the approach of looking at the last ten 
years ( what I mean by "end point)  or the last 20 years.  



steven mosher 
Sep 21
to me

"I do not believe you're acting in good faith.  As I've said, that makes any collaboration impossible. 
Given my accusations are based in specific examples, it is incumbent upon you to attempt to address 
my concerns, possibly by mediation.  If you choose not to, such as by suggesting it is my responsibility, 
no progress will be made.  In fact, until the time some effort is made at resolving the issues I've raised, 
this supposed collaboration is ended."

Brandon,

In your earlier mail you suggested to use your words  that WE have this mediated.
I suggested that you suggest a mediator.

My understanding is that  you think it is my reponsiblity to pick a a mediator. That is fine.
I have a short list of three people. I'll be contacting them.

Should you reneg I will understand.


